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1.  Glossary 
Below is a list of terms used in this whitepaper with their respective 

explanation for a better understanding of this prospectus. 
 

 
 

Infliv (IFV)                      
INFORMATION+LIVE=INFLIV 

Name Exchange and acronym of the virtual 
currency. 

 
 

ERC20 
 
 

Ethereum 

Exchange 

ICO 

Standard of the smart contract in the Ethereum network. 
 
 

Decentralized platform capable of executing smart contracts and 

applications using blockchain technology. 

Platform that mediates the purchase and sale of crypto-coins. 

Initial Coin Offering; the pre-sale of tokens that provide rights 
to goods and services that a company intends to offer. Used 

To raise funds for the implementation of the company’s 
project. 

KYC (Know Your Customer) AML 

(Anti Money Laundering) 

Institutional policies that identify Exchange 
users in order to combat money laundering      

and the finance of terrorism. 

 

Smart Contract 
A computer protocol intended to digitally facilitate, verify, or 

    Enforce the negotiation or performance of a contract. 

 

Token 
        A virtual asset launched through ICOs, used to access goods and services       

after implementation of the project organized by the issuing company.

Wallet                                                Online wallets used for storing virtual coins and tokens. 
 

 
 
Trading Pairs             A trade between one type of cryptocurrency and another, used  to 

calculate the value of tokens at the time of the negotiation of purchase and sale. 

 
 

Revenue              Revenue is the income that is common business activities, The main 

source of revenue receipts in the Infliv Exchange is the user's monthly subscription fee. 
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2. Historical Century 

The demand for a controlled transaction system paved the way for the emergence of 
money, which was used as both a measurement of value (money of accounting) and for 
transacting (money of exchange). But the emergence of money didn’t start with the paper 
and coins we know and love today. Cowry shells were one of the first and most popular 
forms of money, and were used to conduct trade around Africa and Asia; in fact, these shells 
were used as a currency in Africa (Uganda, specifically) until the the 19th century (1801–
1900). 
                

 
         
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Now we’ve reached fairly modern-day monetary practices. We’ve seen what started 
off as arguably a barter system transform into a currency system based on value with items 
such as grains, shells and cloth. The value was then guaranteed by an established 

government through the minting of coins. When coins became a burden, paper replaced it. 
With the majority of transactions handled primarily through paper, governments 

became more lenient on the ratio of paper-currency to precious metals available. Not long 
after, paper currency became completely dissociated with the precious metals that the 

currency derived value from; instead, paper currency became purely a promise from the 
government that it is worth something. 

In 21st century enter Blockchain Technology  revolution  
In 2009, an unknown person or group under the pseudonym Satoshi Nakamoto 

introduced a paper. Within the document contained the idea of a decentralized, trustless, peer-

to-peer system of currency base on Blockchain Technology called Bitcoin, A digital 
currency (Cryptocurrency).  

 

By August 2017, market value of the global digital currency 
(cryptocurrencies) has reached $100 billion; meanwhile the worldwide daily 
exchange volume has reached an astonishing $5 billion. Other than Bitcoin, new 
cryptocurrencies with new technologies and features have been emerging 
vigorously in recent years. And their total value and exchange volume has gone 
over 50% of the global market. Currently, the daily exchange volume of each 
worldwide top 10 platform has already reached $100 billions. 
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3. Problem & Solution 
 
 
 
Problems:-   Trading fees are mostly just a small percentage or a 

fraction of a percent, so most people don’t care about them. But 
when you are a professional trader – or you want to become one, 
that is You pay too much money in the form of fee over time. 

 

 
 

 
Solution:-  To avoid that,  INFLIV Presenting world's First  Subscription 

(Membership)-based cryptocurrency trading Exchange platform 

which still Allows to trade for a full month,, Without TRADING FEE.. 
Now your focus will be only on your trading, to avoid fees on every 

trade, you can do trading smoothly with a small subscription of 
only 0.02Eth. month. 

 
 

 
4.    About Infliv 

Infliv is a world-class Digital Currency(Cryptocurrency) Exchange, Infliv is the only 

Cryptocurrency Exchange in the world that allows you to trade on a monthly subscription, 

you do not have to pay per trade in the Infliv Exchange, In the revolution of the world's 

digital currency. Infliv aims to provide all crypto traders more profits without fee . It's the 

first complete exchange supporting multiple cryptocurrencies/ tokens on a single platform. 

We saw that Cryptocurrency is the currency of future and Blockchain is the new 

discovery of this century , so we are  provide a fast and secured trading experience to our 

customers in BTC,ETH,USDT and IFV trading options, Infliv prioritizes security of funds and 

user information by requiring users to enable 2FA using Google Authenticator, or a U2F 

Security Key. To protect security of funds, majority of system funds are stored in cold wallets 

and only approx. 0.5% of crypto assets are accessible in hot wallets for day-to-day platform 

operations. 
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5.    The Concept                                      
We want to give better results to our users where they can earn profits without trading 

charges so Infliv Cryptocurrency Exchange is the world's first Cryptocurrency exchange, where 
a registered & verified user is allowed to trade on a Monthly Subscription Basis, and user do 
not pay again trading fee. On Infliv Exchange,, Infliv Token holders will be granted exclusive 
benefits such as Revenue. The Infliv token holders Get the 60% revenue on token ratio from 
total monthly subscription fee received in Infliv Exchange and Pay monthly subscription fee 
using infliv token & Get 50% discount on fee. 
      Monthly Subscription Base              Share 60% revenue &                           Zero Trading fee 
                  Trading platform                               50% Discount on Fee                   Do not pay again trade fee 
                                                                                              

                                                                                 

     
 

 
            

Pre-Activation and bonus 
Even before the launch of the Infliv Exchange, we are offering users to activate 

(Subscribe) their Id and get additional month's for trading. 
In which user status will be as a default un-activated in the dashboard, on the other side 

will be an activation button, from which it will activate (Subscribe), its id 
Pre–Activation (Subscription) - Any user will be able to pre-activate his Id, and then he gets an 
additional benefit from the date of the exchange launch,The user who does the pre-activation 
will receive an additional month of bonus (the first 50k user will get 30 + 60 days extra). 

6.    Infliv Exchange 
   INFLIV Presenting world's First Monthly Subscription base cryptocurrency trading 
platform which still Allows to trade for a full month,, Without TRADING FEE.. 

we aim to provide a fast and secured trading experience to our customers in BTC, 
ETH,USDT and IFV trading options, Infliv prioritizes security of funds and user information by 
requiring users to enable 2FA using Google Authenticator, or a U2F Security Key. To protect 
security of funds, majority of system funds are stored in cold wallets and only approx. 0.5% of 
crypto assets are accessible in hot wallets for day-to-day platform operations.  

Our offline capital management to ensure the security and stability of the platform. We 
also adopt Google authenticator in customer login and fund/BTC withdrawal. All these are to 
ensure that our customers' assets are well protected. We treat Security, Compliance and 
Stability as our primary focus and are committed to providing customer-oriented, efficient, 
professional and secure trading services to our valuable customers. 

Feature Rollout 
We will roll out the platform in roughly the following order: 
● Spot trading ● Margin trading ● Futures ● Anonymous instant exchange ● and more… 

Infliv will support trading pairs in the following coins: 
● BTC ● ETH● USDT ● IFV (Infliv Coin)  
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Trader Benefits 
              Simple and clear structure, easy trading 

We established a Trading platform for fast, efficient and easy trading in        
cryptocurrencies.We will keep you updated of the latest trends of cryptocurrency 
market. 

          
              Guaranteed safety of assets and data 

To protect your wallet we use cold storage system. You may also restrict access 
to your account by using Google Authenticator system and a white list of IP 
addresses. 

 
             Fast deposit and withdrawal 

Our highly efficient and automated monitoring platform allows us to provide                 
users the fastest transactions available. This includes updates on balance, trade, 
and wallet information. 

 
             Easy to use for beginners 

Our simple UI is easy and pleasant to use, even if you are trading crypto for          
the first time. No need to waste time figuring out how things work. 

            
 
 

            Reliable Customer Support 
If things go wrong, contact our team in any channel or mail (from Telegram to       
or gmail). We'll respond to your issues immediately. 

 
7.    About Infliv Token 

The Infliv Token (IFV) is built with ERC20 token based on Ethereum blockchain 
technology. This technology brings scalability and security to users, Token holders will be 
granted exclusive benefits such as revenue. The Infliv token holders get the 60% revenue on 
token ratio from total monthly subscription fee received in Infliv exchange and pay monthly 
subscription fee using infliv token & Get 50% discount on fee. Infliv (IFV) supports all the 
Ethereum wallets. 

                              Token distribution info- 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

TOKEN ISSUANCE  DETAILS 

Name of Coin Symbol of Coin Total Supply of coins Public Supply 

INFLIV IFV 7,00,00,000      4,20,00,000 ICO 
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Token ICO Fund Allocation- 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
8.    Revenue Module 

Infliv revenue will come from the following sources: 

          Source                                          Description 

 
Exchange Fee 

In the Infliv Exchange, the user does business on a monthly 
subscription basis. For this, he pays the current charge 
0.02Eth. per month. 

Withdrawal Fee Infliv may charge a small fee for withdrawals. 

 
Listing Fee 

Infliv will select innovative coins and other assets to be 
listed on the exchange, there may be a fee associated with 
those listings. 

Margin Fee If you trade on margin, there may be a fee or interest on the 
borrowed amount. 

Other Fees There is currently no other type of fee set for the user in the 
Infliv Exchange. 

 
 
9.    Roadmap 
All times below are IST,UTC+05:30 hours. 
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10.     The ICO Schedule  
The ICO will be done in ETH & All times below are IST,UTC+05:30 hours. 
 

Sn. Date of Start Name of ICO Price In 1ETH 
 

Bonus 
 

Date of End 
 

1 31/07/2018 Pre-ICO 6000 IFV 50% 19/08/2018 

2 20/08/2018 ICO Phase 1 3800 IFV 25% 08/09/2018 

3 09/09/2018 ICO Phase 2 2600 IFV 10% 28/09/2018 
 Minimum quantity of buying IFV token will be 500 IFV and then will be able to use  Ethereum to 

buy Infliv Token, which will be in the next 100 IFV properties. 
 As each new phase starts, the price will increase. 
 All the Infliv tokens will be immediate delivered to the investors in their Infliv wallet. 

11.   Affiliate Program 
 Infliv gives referral bonus to all its users to get other income. Under the referral 
program, you will get 20 IFV token per user from referral. In addition, From the referral user 
you will get 20% (percent) per month of his subscription fee. In Infliv token ICO you will get  
20% (percent) of each purchase from the referral.  

Here’s how it works: 1) Each user can refer any other users to Affiliate Program, 

2) To refer other users, you have to share the referred link , 
3) User have to use this link while Signup, 
4) The user who uses this referral link will get IFV token signup bonus,  
5) Once signup process is done you will get 20 IFV as referral Bonus. 
6) Signup bonus (1st 30K user will get 100IFV, 50K user will get 75IFV and 100K users will get 50 
IFV respectively). 7) And also anyone can register directly without referrals, 

Per Referrals Commission 
 In Signup bonus 20 IFV Token (Onetime),,In Pre –Activation or Activation 20% (Every time) 
 In ICO (Crowd Sale) 20% (Every Purchase) 

12.   Why should you buy Infliv Token? 
 Infliv represents a solid investment opportunity for investors looking to build wealth 
over a period of time. This isn’t a get rich quick scheme or overnight money making 
opportunity. Investors that purchase tokens and hold them long term will achieve exceptional 
results and return on their investment. 

 All traders want minimum fees on trading.we don’t have any trading fee. 
 Infliv present world’s 1st Subscription based cryptocurrency exchange. 
 Token Holders will be granted exclusive benefits such as Revenue. The Infliv token 

holders get the 60% revenue on token ratio from total monthly subscription fee 
received in Infliv Exchange and pay monthly subscription fee using infliv token & Get 
50% discount on fee. 

 In the future(2019), Infliv will build a Decentralized Exchange, where IFV will be used as 
one of the key base assets as well as gas to be spent. 

 Experienced Management Team with experience running successful Company. 
 24 hour Customer support.  
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13. Creative Team 
 
 
 
 
   Rajendra Banjare                      Iqbal Khan                     Devenda Dahare                            C.L. Nirala 
     Founder & CEO               Co-Founder & COO                      Advisor                                       Advisor 
 
 
 
 
 
Akshay Rambhade                          Pratik Husey                         Aniruddha G.                             Rupali P. 
Lead Development Team        SEO Team Lead              Blockchain Developer         Frontend Developer 
 

14.   KYC & AML  ( Know Your Costumer and Anti Money Laundering) 

We will constantly improve our user policies to respect the legal framework in India. A 
solid policy of KYC and AML will be implemented so that resources obtained through 
operations on the Infliv platform are not used for illicit purposes. 

15.   Disclaimer of Liability 
15.1  Taxpayers are advised to carefully read this document and to make an informed 
assessment of the associated risks. 
15.2  The present Initial Coin Offering, commonly referred to by the acronym ‘ICO’, is not 
about the offer of securities or collective investment under the terms of Indian legislation. 
Therefore, it does not dispense registration with the Securities and Exchange Commission. 
15.3  Infliv Token (IFV) Tokens will be offered in the form of a Smart Contract ERC20, 
Ethereum Technology. Given the nature of this technology, this contract cannot be changed 
once executed. 
15.4  When transferring funds to the ICO, transfers cannot be cancelled or refunded, 
15.5  Infliv is not a tax agent, and therefore the user is responsible for abiding by the relevant 
tax laws within their country. 
15.6  This whitepaper consists of a project brochure, featuring the forecast of objectives, 
structure, strategic implementation and legal elements involved in this sector. This does not 
provide any guarantee to the user that all the projections contained will be met, as they are 
dependent upon external market factors. 
15.7  Any loss, damage, or disadvantage which the user may have or identify due to 
participation in the ICO is assumed and borne exclusively by the user. 
15.8  Participants in this project understand that upon entering an ICO, they enter a high-risk 
operation that may result in a loss of the amount spent. No information provided in this 
whitepaper or on the Infliv website should be considered investment advice.  
15.9  The user is subject to the laws of the country in which they reside. 
15.10  By participating in the ICO, the user declares that they understand, accept, and agree to  
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all the rules determined, and choose to participate at their own discretion, without restrictions or 
limitations. 

16. Market Competition 
We know this will be an ultra-competitive space. There are probably hundreds, if not thousands of 
teams wanting, planning or doing exchanges. Competition will be fierce. But in this age, this is a 
common risk in any decent concept/startup., The concept we are moving ahead can really make 
this change. If yes, then please join our ICO. 
 
 

17.  Infliv Goal of 2020 
 

10 Million 
Users 
50 Million 

dollars /Day      24Month 

 
 
 
 
2 Million 
Users 

10 Million          12Month 

dollars /Day  

 

 

 
500 Thousand 
users 

3.5  Million    6Month 

Dollars /Day  
  6Month 

 

 

 

 
 
MAY                                     NOVEMBER                     MAY                                   NOVEMBER                       MAY 
2018                                     2018                                  2019                                   2019                                   2020 

 
Contact & Follows Us On  
 
Website-  https://www.infliv.com 
Email- help@infliv.com 
Facebook- https://www.facebook.com/Infliv/ 

Linkedin- https://www.linkedin.com/company/inflive/ 
Twitter- https://twitter.com/InflivL 
Telegram- https://t.me/infliv 
Medium- https://medium.com/@inflivtoken 

http://www.infliv.com/
mailto:help@infliv.com
https://www.facebook.com/Infliv/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/inflive/
https://twitter.com/InflivL
https://t.me/infliv
https://medium.com/@inflivtoken

